
Total News Blackout: US General Captured Leading Azov Nazis in Mariupol
(confirmations coming in)

Description

USA: Warning: A NATO/Internet wide National Security Letter has been issued blocking all reporting of
the alleged capture of an American general in Mariupol.

Our sources on the ground report that the last two helicopters trying to evacuate foreign VIPs from 
Mariupol were shot down this morning. They were sent on a suicide mission to collect Lt.General 
Coultier, who was, we are told, hiding in a huge industrial complex with some Special Forces staffers 
and about 30 Ukrainian Army, not Azov, soldiers. This hours old story from Tass is below.

From KP.Ru:

On the morning of April 5, another attempt by the Kiev regime to evacuate the leaders of the 
Azov nationalist battalion and “others” was thwarted near Mariupol. Two Ukrainian Mi-8 
helicopters, which tried to break through to the city from the sea, were shot down from man-
portable anti-aircraft missile systems, Igor Konashenkov, spokesman for the Russian Defense 
Ministry, said at a briefing.

Note that this is the third attempt by Kyiv to pull its war criminals from the crime scene. But it 
ended the same as the previous ones: the helicopters did not reach Mariupol.

??????? ?? WWW.KP.RU: https://www.kp.ru/daily/27375/4568448/

Reports from our friends in the Pentagon say “something’s up” and panic has set in at the White 
House.  Minutes ago, the general showed up on his Linkdin account and we are told that the ranks of 
retirees and crisis actors (yes they exist) are being scoured for fat bald types that can be green-
screened into a show and tell with Zelensky, believed to be hiding in Poland.
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Twitter, YouTube and Facebook are busy erasing all posts tied to this, even faster 
than usual.  We await broader confirmation but, if Russia is holding him, they are 
unlikely to announce it but rather use it as a secret bargaining chip to hold over 
Biden’s head.

Based on this, and having seen similar issues where an Israeli general was 
captured in Syria (confirmed, they sent us his ID card)…and VT helped negotiate 
his return to his family (for millions paid to Shiite militias).

We have sources that claim Cloutier had been in and out of Syria through Turkey, 
working with ISIS and al Qaeda there as well and with terrorist groups in Africa.  

We say “no denial can be believed…we are now in ‘new territory’”

There are numerous reports currently circulating claiming that U.S. Army Lieutenant General 
Roger L. Cloutier was captured by Russian forces in or near Mariupol, Ukraine, where reports 
claim he was assisting the Azov battalion, which is the official Nazi unit of Ukraine.

Confirmation that as early as March 7, US Lieutenant General Roger Cloutier was in
Ukraine. pic.twitter.com/0eiJYrAcHZ

— TheRepublic (@_TheRepublic_) April 5, 2022

According to Wikipedia, Lt. Gen. Roger L. Cloutier:

Roger L. Cloutier Jr. is a lieutenant general in the U.S. Army and commander of Allied Land Command
. He previously served as commander of the United States Army in Africa.

Allied Land Command (LANDCOM) formerly Allied Land Forces South East Europe
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https://twitter.com/_TheRepublic_/status/1511357077557551108?ref_src=twsrc^tfw


Oh boy. US General Roger Cloutier was most definitely involved in training Ukrainian
soldiers, as this photo attests.

Two days ago, a Bulgarian news source claimed he was visiting Bulgaria — 
pic.twitter.com/gOMBDRgmTQ

— OldGuyOnTheMove (@old_move) April 5, 2022

(LANDSOUTHEAST) is a permanent headquarters for NATO land forces that can be appointed as
needed. The commander of LANDCOM is the Alliance’s chief ground warfare advisor. When directed
by the Supreme Allied Commander Europe, he provides the core of the headquarters responsible for
ground operations. The command is based at Shirinya (Buka), Izmir in Turkey.

Unconfirmed sources from #Russia Military:
The #Russian army captured the U.S Major General Roger L. Cloutier Jr. Maj. Gen. Roger
L. Cloutier, the #USA Africa Command HQ Chief of Staff in the besieged Ukrainian Azov
camp in Mariupol !https://t.co/7Y8Jd2qU9X

— Su-57 5th Gen Fighter (@5thSu) April 5, 2022

A letter to the Pentagon sent a few hours ago went unanswered, which, from a media perspective, is
very unusual. If the message had been false, the Pentagon would have denied it immediately. They did
NOT deny it. But there has been no official response from the Pentagon as of 6:10 p.m. EDT on
Monday.

Links:

Lieutenant General Roger L. Cloutier Jr. assumed command of Allied Land Command in August 2020.
Prior to this he served as the commander of U.S. Army Africa / Southern European Task Force. 
https://lc.nato.int/about-us/biographies/commander

MOSCOW, 5 April. /TASS/. Two Ukrainian Mi-8 helicopters sent to evacuate the leaders of the Azov
nationalist battalion were shot down near Mariupol on Tuesday morning.

Igor Konashenkov, official representative of the Russian Defense Ministry, told reporters about this.

“On the morning of April 5, another attempt by the Kiev regime to evacuate the leaders of the Azov
nationalist battalion was thwarted in the Mariupol region. Two Ukrainian Mi-8 helicopters that tried to
break through to the city from the sea were shot down from man-portable anti-aircraft missile systems,”
he said.

Follow our news on Telegram , VKontakte and Odnoklassniki .

ATTENTION READERS
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https://t.co/gOMBDRgmTQ
https://twitter.com/old_move/status/1511357699493183499?ref_src=twsrc^tfw
https://twitter.com/hashtag/Russia?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc^tfw
https://twitter.com/hashtag/Russian?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc^tfw
https://twitter.com/hashtag/USA?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc^tfw
https://t.co/7Y8Jd2qU9X
https://twitter.com/5thSu/status/1511376997318279171?ref_src=twsrc^tfw
https://lc.nato.int/about-us/biographies/commander
https://t.me/tass_agency
https://vk.com/tassagency
https://ok.ru/group/51773151707254/join


Due to the nature of independent content, VT cannot guarantee content validity.
We ask you to Read Our Content Policy so a clear comprehension of VT’s independent non-
censored media is understood and given its proper place in the world of news, opinion and media.All
content is owned by author exclusively. Expressed opinions are NOT necessarily the views of VT,
other authors, affiliates, advertisers, sponsors, partners or technicians. Some content may be satirical
in nature. All images within are full responsibility of author and NOT VT. 
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